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The purchase process starts with a Purchase requisition. At this state a commitment item for 
the money to be spend is created in CO. The integration point to FI is at goods receipt. Then a 

posting to GR/IR-account is made. When the invoice is posted the second posting to GR/IR 
account takes place. From here the accounting department and accounts payables takes over.



Procurement: purchase order

I will order some 

supplies to cafeteria.
We in accounting don’t 

have do anything yet.

Let’s now look at an example and follow a purchase to a 
cost center.



The buyer makes a purchase order 

(MM

Vendor number, 
purchase 
organization, 
purchase group, 
material number,  
quantity, plant, 
cafeterias cost 
center

In this case the purchase is made to a cost center. 
The creator indicates this by putting a K in the assignment 
field. When the goods arrive, this will create a consumption 

posting.  The price is defaulted from info record.



The system fills in the rest

Cost center is the only field to be filled. All the other fields - the account, 
business area, controlling area, company code - get values  automatically 

on the basis of their assignments. The plant defines the company, cost 
center defines profit center. The account is derived from MM Account 

determination parameters.



Goods receipt (MM)

The recipient must 
only give the 

purchase order 
number and accept 

the quantity.

Have some stuff for 

you.



The goods receipt generates postings 

in accounting



Goods receipt posting in 

accounting 

Where does the system 

get these accounts from?

The goods receipt is posted to a cost account and a GR/IR account, 
which the system finds from the MM account determination parameters 

based on material and MM transactions type.



Invoice receipt and verification 

(MM)

.  .  The invoice clerk 
enters the amount 

payable, tax 
information and 

additional costs like 
freight. 



Invoice posting in accounting

How can I be sure, 

that these accounts are OK?

The invoice posting balances the GR/IR-account. The vendor postings 
generates to postings, one on vendor account in accounts payable and 

one on the reconciliation account in general ledger.



Vendor payment 

The accounting department continues from here. Goods receipt is posted 
and invoice verified. An open item in accounts payables waits for clearing.

The accounts payable clerk runs the payments daily. 



What determines the accuracy of the 

postings?

MMMM--processes processes 

1) Assignments between organizational structures

2) parameter configurations

4) master data (materials, vendors, cost centers, etc)

3) used transactions

The automatic postings rely on correct  system settings. The most important settings 
– ’ the skeleton’ of R/3 - are the assignments between organizational structures. It is 
also important, that the user knows how what to do, and picks the right transaction. 

The quality of master data is crucial to the posting quality.



The role of organizational structures in 
integration

The logistics people don’t think about accounts, they think about purchase 
organizations, vendors, plants, materials. The logistical structures are 
assigned to accounting structures in system settings (IMG).  

Plant Company Ch. acct Account

CoArea Cost ElementMaterial

Purch Org Vendor

The purchase organization determines the company in whose accounting 
the posting is made. The plant defines the company, to whom the material 
belongs. The accounts payable account is in the vendor master data. 



Postings in controlling

The goods 

receipt posting 

seems to be on 

the cafeteria 

cost center.

This example created a posting in CO, because the purchase was 
made to a cost center. Then the account must also be a cost 

element. The CO-postings can best be studied in the CO-reports.



Assignments of organizational structures
1000
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Plants

Here is an example of the assignments of organizational structures in SAP IDES. 
Company codes are the accounting units and can have several plants. All european

companies are assigned to same controlling area. Controlling area is the 
management accounting unit. This means, that common management reports are 

obtained for all European companies. 



Transaction type
If I buy, I choose 

‘Purchasing’. If I make a 

receipt, I go to Inventory 
management.

MMMM

All MM inventory postings use a transaction type, which 

steers the processing in the system. The transaction type is 

also very important in account determination.



Example of MM account determination 
parameters

From here the 

system somehow

concludes how goods

receipt is posted 

in accounting.

Process:
Goods receipt

The account is determined based on Plant (valuation are), material’s 
valuation class, movement type and MM transaction type.



Automatic account determination 
configurations

img

The account for consumption postings can be tracked from IMG. The account modification 
code for Account assignment category is VBR.  In transaction GBB ’Offsetting entry for 
inventory posting’ account 410000 is defined. The valuation class is in material master. 

At first sight this might seem difficult, but this is not rocket science and worth studying. 


